
Paystub Labeling Instructions



Evaluation Set Requirements

In order to do fair and thorough evaluation of the model, the evaluation set should take the following 

dimensions into consideration 

1. Revisions: Documents should be in English across all the variations.

2. Size: It is recommended to have 500+ documents for each evaluation set.

3. Template Diversity: The documents should be diverse, e.g. different templates, issue year, 

different sources, states (if applicable) … etc.

4. Value Diversity: Documents should capture all possible values.

5. Handwritten: It is preferred to separate handwritten documents from typed ones (i.e. have 2 

separate evaluation sets) and report metrics for each.



Processor Version

These instructions are specific for Paystub Processor version:

“Pretrained-paystub-v2.0-2022-07-22”(Release Candidate V2)



Field Description Base Type

employee_name Employee  name. string

employee_address Employee address. string

ssn

Social Security Number. 
Note: it could be masked for privacy reasons. Please label it completely. E.g. XXX-XX-1234 or 
***-**-1234. string

employer_name Employer name. string

employer_address Employer address string

pay_date Date when employees receive their checks or direct deposits. datetime

start_date Start date of the payroll period. datetime

end_date Last date of the payroll period datetime

page_number Page number of the Payslip. string

gross_earnings
Gross salary for the current period. It includes the basic salary and allowances, before deductions 
like professional tax, TDS, provident fund, etc. money

gross_earnings_ytd
Gross salary since the start of the year.

money

net_pay
Take-home pay for the current period. It is the amount employees earn after all payroll deductions 
are subtracted from their gross pay. money

net_pay_ytd Net pay since the start of the year. money

Entity List



Field Description Base Type

federal_marital_status

Filing status for federal taxes. The five filing statuses are: single, married filing jointly, 
married filing separately, head of household, and qualifying widow(er) with dependent 
child. string

federal_allowance
Withholding allowances for federal taxes. It affects how much money will be withheld 
from pay. number

federal_additional_tax Additional tax amount paid as federal taxes. money

state_marital_status Filing status for state taxes. string

state_allowance
Withholding allowances for state taxes. It affects how much money will be withheld 
from pay. number

state_additional_tax Additional tax amount paid as state taxes. money

direct_deposit_item/employee_account_number

Account number used for direct deposit.
Note: it could be masked for privacy reasons. Please label it completely. 
E.g. “XXXX-6789” string

direct_deposit_item/direct_deposit employee_account_number (Added in "Google default next") money

earning_item/earning_type Earning type, such as wages, salaries, and overtime pay. string

earning_item/earning_rate Net rate of hourly pay. money

earning_item/earning_hours Number of hours during which the employee receives wages or salary. number

earning_item/earning_this_period Earning amount during the pay period. money

earning_item/earning_ytd Earning amount since the beginning of the year. money

Entity List, Continued..



Field Description Base Type

deduction_item/deduction_type Deduction type, such as pre tax deductions or after-tax deductions. string

deduction_item/deduction_this_period Deduction amount during the pay period. money

deduction_item/deduction_ytd Deduction amount since the beginning of the year. money

tax_item/tax_type Type of tax incurred on tax item string

tax_item/tax_this_period Tax withheld during the pay period. money

tax_item/tax_ytd Tax withheld since the beginning of the year. money

Entity List, Continued..



Confidential + Proprietary
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Paystubs labeling rules

Please see the previous slide for examples.

1- Include the "$" sign in amounts (e.g. gross_pay) when available.

2-  Do not include phone or fax numbers in addresses.

3- Benefits tables should not be labeled.

4- While taxes are also deductions, please make sure to distinguish between them. They might be in the 

same table. 

5- "Statutory Deductions" are taxes.



Confidential + Proprietary

state_marital_status

state_allowance

state_additional_tax

federal_marital_status

federal_allowance

federal_additional_tax

Federal and State Tax Withholding 1/2



Confidential + Proprietary

Federal and State Tax Withholding 2/2
1) If there is no mention of "State" or "Fed", assume it is federal.
2) Instead of "State", there might be the name of the state (e.g. NY, FL, …)
3) Do not label "Local Taxes"
4) Status, allowances and additional taxes could be grouped. 
Example: 
In "M - 0", "M" is the marital status and "0" is the allowance.
In "M/0/$0", "$0" are additional withholdings.

federal_allowance

federal_marital_status

federal_additional_tax



Confidential + Proprietarydirect_deposit_item/employee_account_number

direct_deposit_item/direct_deposit

Direct deposit 
1/4 



Confidential + Proprietary

Direct deposit 2/4 

direct_deposit_it
em/deposit_amo
unt

direct_deposit_item/employee_acco
unt_number Do not label this one

When multiple direct deposits are listed, or when you 
see 1 direct deposit and a total, do not label the total. 



Confidential + Proprietary

direct_deposit_item/direct_deposit

direct_deposit_item/direct_deposit

Direct deposit 3/4 
Direct deposits can be in a check or inside a text.
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direct_deposit_item/direct_deposit

Direct deposit 4/4 
Direct deposits can be inside a table.



Confidential + Proprietary

earning_item/
earning_type

earning_it
em/earnin

g_rate

earning_item/
earning_hours

earning_item/
earning_this_p

eriod

earning_item/
earning_ytd

These rows are not earnings. 
They are vacation balances 

only

This is a benefit 
table and should not 
be labeled.

Earning Items 1/3



Confidential + Proprietary

earning_item/
earning_type

earning_item/
earning_hours

earning_item/
earning_this_

period

earning_item/
earning_ytd

We are not interested in the Hours year to date, so we do not label that column.
Earning Items 2/3 



Confidential + Proprietary

Sometimes, "current" and "year-to-date" are in 2 different tables.

earning_item/
earning_type

earning_item/
earning_ytd

earning_item/
earning_this_

period

This is a benefit 
table and should not 
be labeled.

Earning Items 3/3 



Confidential + Proprietary

18

Deduction items 1/4 

deduction_item/
deduction_type

deduction_item/
deduction_this_period

deduction_item/
deduction_ytd

NOTE: Do not label the subsection totals such as "Pre-tax deductions" and "Post-tax deductions" rows.



Confidential + Proprietary

deduction_item/
deduction_type

deduction_item/
deduction_this_period

deduction_item/
deduction_ytd

Only label deductions paid by the employee and not the employer.

Deduction items 2/4 
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Do not label deductions summary. The same applies to taxes and earnings.

Deduction items 3/4 



Confidential + Proprietary

Sometimes, deductions and taxes are in the same table.

These are taxes.

deduction_item/
deduction_type

deduction_item/
deduction_this_period

deduction_item/
deduction_ytd

Deduction items 4/4 



Confidential + Proprietary
22

NOTE: Do not confuse "Taxable Wages" with "Taxes". "Taxable wages" tables are not taxes.

These are "taxable 
wages" and not 
taxes. Do not label 
as taxes.

tax_item/
tax_type

tax_item/
tax_this_period

tax_item/
tax_ytd

Do not label the last row (total)

Tax items 1/4
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Sometimes, tax exemption information can be inside tax_item/tax_type. Please draw boxes inside the 
description text.

state_allowancestate_marital_status

Tax items 2/4
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Summaries and totals should not be labeled.

Tax items 3/4
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These are taxes paid by the employer and not the employee. Do not label them.

Tax items 4/4
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Sometimes, taxes and deductions are mixed.
Taxes:
"Federal Tax Exempts SS"
"ST Tax Exempts S 01"
"Medicare Tax withheld".

The rest are deductions. In particular,  the 2 lines of "TSP Loan Repay" are deductions and not taxes.

Tax items and Deduction Items
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It is typically at the bottom right of the page. Please label:
- on every single page where it appears.
- without the word "page". Please only label the number.
- the total if available. For example: "1/2", "1 of 2", etc.

page_number

Page Number 



General Labeling 
Instructions



Occurrence Type

There are 4 occurrence types which restricts the number of annotations for each entity:

- OPTIONAL_ONCE: Entity can be present zero or multiple times but should have one unique value.

- OPTIONAL_MULTIPLE: Entity will appear zero or multiple times and with different values.

- REQUIRED_ONCE: Entity can be present once or multiple times but should have one unique value.

- REQUIRED_MULTIPLE: Entity will appear once or multiple times and with different values.

Important: always label every single occurrence of every entity, regardless of the 

occurrence type and even if the different occurrences have the same value. 



Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Errors

Drawing bounding boxes around entities will automatically populate a text captured through OCR 

(Optical Character Recognition). In some cases, the captured text is not accurate and doesn’t reflect what 

is on the page, especially for documents that are blurry or of low resolution. These values should be 

corrected manually through “Value” input text.



Bounding Box Annotation

Bounding boxes should fit the correct text as much possible:

- Avoid overlapping bounding boxes. This can be tricky when values are close to each other.

- Avoid oversized boxes which incorporates background artifacts such as table borders.

Incorrect Annotation:
Bounding boxes are overlapping

Correct Annotation Incorrect Annotation:
Bounding boxes oversized

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3



Case Sensitivity

DocAI evaluation is case sensitive and can affect the final evaluation. While annotation please be aware 

to fix any casing issues generated by OCR. 

Please note that ENUM values are also case sensitive and the values should be fixes.

Examples:

- “yes” != “Yes”

- “no” != “No”



Numbers

Numbers  such  federal_allowance should only be composed of digits. In the example below, the OCR 

captured extra  spaces/special characters that should be manually removed.



Money

For money entries the annotation bounding box and value text should include the currency if present on 

the document.

If the document contains currency with no values, then annotations could be omitted, as shown in the 

example on the bottom right.



Empty Values

If a value does not exist or is empty in the form, then it should not be labeled. In the example below 

federal_additional_tax, and state_additional_tax  should not be annotated since there is no value present in the 

designated field.


